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Concerns and Recommendations: Open Data Draft Policy 

OVERALL CONCERNS 

The Problem Statement of the current draft of the Open Data Policy highlights useful intentions and aspects 

considered by the City, which include encouraging a more user-friendly interface and increasing public access to 

information. The positive consideration of these, and similarly promising aspects, seems strengthened by the 

subsequent clause outlining desired outcomes that include ‘enhancing transparency’ and ‘empowering citizens.’ 

Clause 2.1 is exceptionally positive in promoting accessible, free data and information to the public. This cited 

clause is particularly positive when considering, for example, requests for maps from the Land Use Department 

relating to relevant information impacting on the public (such as the recent declaration of PT1 and PT2 zones), 

otherwise incur a fee thereby potentially financially restricts access to important public information. 

However, mechanisms to tangibly action the above-cited positive aspects are not found in the subsequent 

parameters and structure of the Open Data Draft Policy: regrettably rather, the opposite appears to be executed 

– access to information is restricted and to be ‘vetted’ by the Open Data Steering Committee. The current draft 

of this policy even goes so far as tacitly recommending less access to information per Clause 7.2.3 by suggesting 

the possible removal of existing data on the current portal. 

These concerns are elaborated on below. 

PRELIMINARY NOTES 

I. Access to information is an important civil right, and the context is this civil right is of importance especially 

considering the history of the country and considering the current context of the country, in that potential 

abuses of state power and resources are of growing concern: this is in keeping with the ‘Well-run City’ pillar of 

the IDP. 

II. Notwithstanding the above, cognisance is given to copyright and information protected by legal confidentiality in 

extreme instances: this report does not advocate the disregard for such protection, but does advocate extreme 

caution against ‘vetting’ material and information intrinsically important and relevant for public knowledge; and 

this report simultaneously supports – and calls for – transparency and open, accountable governance. 

III. Municipal transparency and accountability are, we believe, undermined within the current draft of the Open 

Data Policy by aspects of Clause 4.2, aspects of Clause 4.3, aspects of Clause 5.1 and aspects of Clause 7, contra 

the ‘Well-run City’ pillar of the IDP. 

DETAIL of CONCERNS: GENERAL  

1. Glossary:  a glossary of terms, clearly defining jargon, the understanding of which being otherwise taken for 

granted, including terms such as ‘portal,’ etc., should be usefully included in the Open Data Policy.   
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DETAIL of CONCERNS: Clause 2  

2. Clause 2.3 might more usefully include existing ratepayers and residents in the list of citizens the policy seeks to 

empower: these should surely be the citizens the City cares for and seeks to empower. The current, primary 

inclusion of the cited ‘information technology entrepreneurs’ and ‘property developers’ as named parties whom 

the City wishes to empower provokes questions as to the intrinsic use of the proposed portal: to make 

information more readily available to entrepreneurs and developers, or to encourage more participation and 

involvement from current ratepayers – or both potentials without exclusion? This clause needs revisiting: a clear 

sense of empowering existing ratepayers and residents consequently needs expression throughout the 

document. 

DETAIL of CONCERNS: Clause 4 

3. Clause 4.2, fifth bulleted item is contra Clause 1.3 of the current draft policy’s problem statement in essentially 

advocating restricted access to data currently available only on the City’s intranet by awarding the Steering 

Committee carte blanche in deciding what information ‘is appropriate for dissemination.’ This is legally 

questionable, particularly in relation to PAIA; and further, no restrictions/oversight mechanisms are placed on 

the Steering Committee itself in this regard. This cited item within the cited clause, is further counter openness 

and transparency: it should be clearly stated in this policy that the Steering Committee is beholden to the 

regulatory context established per Clause 6 (full clause) of the current draft and is otherwise not permitted 

discretionary powers relating to access to information and/or content: see below in addition. 

4. Clause 4.3, third and sixth bulleted items are similarly untenable per the above where, ‘unacceptable risk’ must 

be clearly defined in the Open Data Policy so as to avoid potential abuse; and, as per the above, the sixth bulleted 

item should be removed in its entirety in accordance with Item 3 of this report. 

DETAIL of CONCERNS: Clause 5 

5. Clause 5.1.3 merely reinforces the concerns stated per Item 3 of this report: whilst the Steering Committee 

should be absolutely empowered to structure and organise the content of the Open Data Portal, the Steering 

Committee should absolutely not have vetting powers whatsoever and should rather be bound to adhere to the 

regulatory context established per Clause 6 of the current draft. 

DETAIL of CONCERNS: Clause 7 

6. Clause 7 (full clause) neither establishes nor outlines any tangible oversight mechanisms to which the Steering 

Committee is to be beholden: this is an imperative requirement, as noted above. 

7. Clause 7.2.2 gives substance to the concerns listed above in citing ‘exclusion criteria.’ As noted above, the 

Steering Committee should not be awarded any ability to ‘vet’ or ‘exclude’ information and/or content beyond 

the legal parameters suitably established per Clause 6 of the current draft of the Open Data Policy. 

8. Clause 7.2.3 is cause for alarm in essentially advocating less access to information than is currently available to 

the public, as noted at the outset of this report. 

9. Clause 7.3.7 should clearly identify which ‘sector body’ the policy document deems ‘relevant,’ and further, at 

least two seats should be reserved on the Steering Committee for public representation from duly registered 

civic associations. Nomination and election processes for public representatives from registered civic associations 

should be held via transparent, open, and accountable processes that should be clearly defined in writing in the 

Open Data Policy. 

10. Clause 7.3 (incorrect numbering – post Clause 7.3.7), relating to the meetings held by the Steering Committee, is 

incorrectly numbered and presumably should either read Clause 7.4 (with subsequent alterations to numbering) 

or should read as Clause ‘7.3.8.’ This clause in question cites Clause 7.1 seemingly in error, where it is presumed 

that this clause should cite Clause 7.2 of the current draft. The wording and numbering of this clause 

consequently require alteration. 

11. Clause 7.5 offers an appeal process but no clear appeal process is outlined: a clear definition of such an appeal 

process must be contained in writing within the Open Data Policy, contra the current draft hereof. 
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12. Clause 7.6.2 reinforces the concerns pertaining to Item 3 of this document, whereby the Steering Committee 

should neither approve nor disapprove content beyond fulfilling the requirements of relevant legislation and 

existing policies, which legislation and policies are listed per Clause 6, as previously noted. 

13. Clause 7.6.4:  ‘conditions of access’ to the portal must be clearly defined within the Open Data Policy and such 

conditions must themselves be subject to clearly established oversight mechanisms and the manner of review 

process outlined per Clause 9 of the current draft of the examined policy. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

It is recommended that the public comment invited by the City be implemented and that the stated, 

exceptionally positive intention of the Open Data Policy to encourage transparency and accountability be 

concretely structured in due mechanisms as outlined in this report. 

It is further recommended that truly transparent, free and unrestricted public access – and the involvement of at 

least two members of the public on the Steering Committee to ensure same (which two members of the public 

are to be openly nominated and elected, and drawn from registered civic organisations) – be suitably entrenched 

in the final draft of the Open Data Policy, contra the existing draft hereof. 

Darron Araujo  

Chair  

Wynberg Residents’ and Ratepayers’ Association: WRRA 

 


